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A B S T R A C T 

World welcomed German-born Physicist Albert Einstein‟s Energy-relationship in numerical intellect with Mass & Light‟s speed from scientific data compiledby 

fellow-Indian, Bose. Einstein alone announced that energy could be neither created nor destroyed, summarilyfrom those data to scale-up to top order global 

brains. His brain has been preserved at Philadelphia Mutter Museum posthumouslyas specimen of human intellect on Global Geography where speed is enjoyed 

merrily and for Einstein‟s new way of thinking changes distant from current patterns. 

This authoranatomized the micro-mind of Einstein to eke out an analogy upon considering that Mass is outweighed by Matter while Light of Spirit (other than 

Sun Light & Einstein‟s Light) transcends limits of Mind harbinging Religiosity in human intellect on global geography of Earth which, being the sole Super 

Vedic Conceptacle (SVC), rotates energized by solar radiation (Sun Light) in the Universe. Hence, Vedic Religiosity in the first place. This is the Vedic Order in 

everything including human bodies packed with Mind-Matter-Light-of-Spirit-Energy. So, bonds of Matter-Light of Spirit-Energy are indestructibly tuned to 

Vedic Religiosity Graduation (VRG)in human cognitive intellect. This manifests as linear transformation in human intellect into the VRG opening human-

intellect for theory and real-life applications vide macroscopic Worldon global geography rather than rare microscopic Einstein-throughput.  

Also, humans are mere nominees of the Vedic Order in varying calibre of VRG-pre-eminence characterized by differentials of physical conditions corroborating 

current pattern of scientific thought that earliest Homo sapiens arose in Africa at least 250,000 to 300,000 years ago, fossils and DNA revealed bearing in mind 

that it is the same Vedic-period-earth of the then intra-continental pre-historic proximity of Africa-India‟s prevalence.   

This Paper is promoter of linear transformation as contracting with the non-destroyable VRG on global geography avant-garde. 

Keywords:Africa, Conceptacle, Differentials, Graduation, India, Order, Religiosity, Universe, Vedic. 

1. INTRODUCTION  

In spite of huge archives of religious materials tapped and stored since many centuries in current World of 21st century, the United Nations 

Organization (UNO) of the day has not yet recognized to declare that the Planet Earth of ours is the sole Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) for the 

mankind. 

Nobody knows the reason for such non-recognition state of affairs. What is the hindrance? Why delayed? Why not expedite? The mankind(s) are 

known as the earthlings. Aren‟t they?  

In non-Vedic contexts of all man-made and ordered-to-make state-of-affairs, such as the Ozone Hole in the Atmospheric Layer,  Climatic Change, 

Green House Gas Emissions, Nuclear Radiation Leakage Incidents, and Air Polluted Index , there have been timely red alerts across the national 

boundaries , international borders, Lines of Actual Controls (LACs), international flying zones ,  no-man-flying zones and international waters in the 

name of safety-standards for mankind,  of mankind and by mankind .Then, why not the Vedic context of Earth that the Earth is the SVC for the 

mankind has not yet come under the purview of the UNO despite everybody including the UNO knowing that in the chronological order/the timeline of 

the world or world‟s religions, there are approximately 4,300 religions around the world at the moment which all have been accorded local , regional , 

national, international and global legal permits of operational validity .The following tabulation gives us seniority of world‟s religions on the Earth and 

as to why the Earth is to be accorded the SVC-recognition beginning from the oldest and going up to the newest religion in the order of dating back to 

prehistoric times up to the recent time, as per multiple archaeological evidences invoking plural prehistoric humans who had preached and practiced 

religion in course of their existence on the single supercontinent of Pangaea , the later ones of Gondwanaland and Laurasia (or the Euramerica or the 
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Old Red Sandstone Mass) continents and the current six of continental land masses of the Africa, Asia, Australia, Europe, North America & South 

America ) .       

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For vividness on the SVC, one has to recall to memory that the osculating plane of the SVC became expansive with expansionism as its orientation, no 

matter the scientific calculus‟s attempts to fix the age of the Earth as to how old it must have been without realizing such  virtues of the SVC , say, 

geologically potential Vedic stimulations between Ocean and Mountain (OM), Mountain and Land (ML) , Land and Atmosphere (LA), Atmosphere 

and Rock (AR) on one hand while on the other,  the Vedic bridges connecting Land with Ocean, Mountain with Land, Ocean with Mountain and 

Atmosphere with all these including Rock. Vedic perspectives and modern times on the Vedic-period-Earth inhabited by 8400000 varieties of SVC-

species designed, bio-mechanized for movements and let go scot-free by the SVC for living a full circle of zest of life-period via the triadic-medium of 

Vedic soil / ocean/ air remained the same are not in disagreement basically owing to the above tabulated Religions.  

1.1 EVERY RESEARCH-ENDING HAS THE INDEX OF THE BEGINNING  

2. RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS 

There takes place a linear transformation in human intellect toward the Vedic Religiosity Graduation (VRG) on global geography of the SVC (i.e., our 

Earth) within the mankind themselves, howsoever scientifically, socially, educationally , culturally and /or otherwise placed are they in the worldly 
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life‟s way of experimental Science of data-cum-themes called non-Vedic beliefs outsourced and whosoever are they , without exception to any one of 

the mankind on the Vedic Soil of the SVC , unless and until otherwise stated.  

3. RESEARCH QUESTIONS 

 Can anyone of mankind ignore or deny the Nature's Patterns around us in real-life-world?  

 Could anyone, he/she, from mankind has ever been able to command the Nature to whims?  

 Can anyone from mankind explain as to what is the language of the Nature of patterns found in their balanced charms of symmetrical 

perfections, let alone that of the Pythagoras to Fibonacci verbalizations?  

 Can anybody from mankind complete his/her study in exploring visual and auditory patterns found in nature in a series of Nature's Patterns 

around us expanding from the organic to the physical to the auditory patterns & scenes and/or scenes & patterns and/or patterns minus 

scenes and/or scenes over patterns and/or patterns divided by scenes and/or scenes into patterns and/or patterns & scenes in factorials 

omnipresent in The Nature of Patterns?   

 Can anybody undertake to call a halt to the Nature‟s far away or nearby “fracture mechanics” within frozen dirt leading to bigger fractured 

rocks? 

 Can anyone from the mankind foresee or act practically-in-no-time to stop a Nature‟s crack in-depth from becoming a catastrophe in the 

history (happened) and in the future to come?  

 Has anyone of the mankind, on his/her own, happened to be the Author-cum-Creator of certain patterns without the knowledge & 

experience beforehand of that of those natively fundamental patterns originally attributed to the natural world?  

4. RESEARCH OBJECTIVE  

Bearing in mind that it is the Vedic-Period-Earth (VPE) for proximity of Africa-India‟s intra-continental prevalence and additionally, the SVC per se is 

none else but the VPE, the author‟s objective is that the global geography is Vedic-spirited-spreadsheet-number-one of consolidated OMLAR‟s Vedic 

stimulations acting with Vedic homogeneity within and from Vedic heterogeneity‟s without-ness and so, thereby becoming into transformed linearity 

without Vedic geo-heterogeneity giving rise to universal connectivity into human intellectual bastions to arrive at the Vedic Religiosity Graduation 

(VRG).  

5. RESEARCH BANE  

 The search for knowing which is the Vedic handle making creative human being(s) arriving on the global geography  

 The search for knowing the presorted and prescreened bio-life-resonance in conjunction with Vedic stimulations in human intellect as the 

personified visible and invisible Stars and their Constellations in the Blue Sky Configuration in the organized Universe , let alone the very 

much not yet unidentified Universe by the mankind ever since the evolution of mankind.   

 The search to trace which cause(s) of human intellect of the above structured humans acts as a breakaway entity from thenetwork of 

intellectual-Vedic-consonance operating on the global geography of the SVC.  

 The search for Vedic non-existing controversies / complications / problems by way of formulationof yet another new Veda, as if one in the 

offing, from existing non-Vedic silhouette(s) of controversies / complication / problems which are merely matters of non-Vedic projections 

of massive experimental skills propagated through the upcoming theories and philosophies dwelling on how to bring into existence what is 

not existing known as the Brob-Ding-Nag of manual developments. 

 The search to know as to why it is time-consuming slower process lacking in preferred speed to divulging to the mankind at once all of the 

Supernatural Power, otherwise called the Abstract Maya Potential  due to  and at the instance of the architect of the Veda , without setting 

aside any remainder whatsoever . 

 The search to challenge in self-appraisal and/or attempting to question to protest as a matter if individual right and/or leadership right ,  the 

changes/ exchanges/exchequers  of  linear and non-linear transformations in human intellect of the mankind collectively designated as the 

Universal Set in the Vedic Universe due to  and at the instance of the architect of the Veda . 

6. RESEARCH JUSTIFICATION  

 This Paper is to bring out into daylight that human beings are the creations of the highest order in the ladder of structured intellect and the 

reform-transform-preformed mental Vedic makeup embodiments who yet not command to consider themselves wish-born unending-selves 

as well as unending-slaves of a non-Vedic Universe Faculty belief.   
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 Taking shelter in the leadership of Light confers the honorability of demanding „lead kindly the light‟, the latter is not only the Light but also 

is the incarnation of the Knowledge which in turn is the incarnation of the Veda. And, which again, later on is discovered and found to be 

the re-incarnation of the light of the Spirit of Veda revealing  as the sole linear transformation in human intellect to Vedic religiosity 

graduation on global geography   

 The Light of spirit transcends limits of mind harbinging Vedic Religiosity in mind with the Earth per se being the sole SVC (Super Vedic 

Conceptacle) of Matter energized by solar radiation (Light) in Universe. This is the Order in everything including the human body made up 

of mind, matter, Light of Spirit and energy.  

 Bonds of Matter-Light of Spirit-Energy called Vedic Religiosity Graduation (VRG) within the human intellect‟s mind-spread-sheet are 

indestructibly eternally balanced ones.  

7. RESEARCH SIGNIFICANCE  

 The significance of the Vedic-period-Earth opens into two commencement channels of the Vedas and the Earth (SVC) with the vitality of 

mundane world relativity to our understanding of Nature which in a nutshell is what the mundane reality is all in entirety. 

 Without the two of Veda and Earth, there cannot be flow of social applications, methods, methodologies, let alone the self-serving bigger 

Sciences in public interests.  

 Imitating the troughs and crests of the OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land Atmosphere, Rock) which is the functional domain of the SVC, 

even elementary Science and Science of natural elements as seen below could not have come revealed into the light of human intellect 

called the Light of the Spirit, which should be better called the Light of Human Spirit. 

 Kudos to the mankind for coming up with an evolved and made easy to understand for synthesis & analysis in research activities in the 

name of naturally produced chemical elements by the ever-green SVC  designated vide a  periodic table matrix..     

 The above aremagnum opus by way of the human intellect, in courtesy of the SVC. 

 

Fig. Periodic Table of Elements 

8. LITERATURE RANGE FOR SURVEY & REVIEW DIMENSIONS  

8.1. Pal, T. (2012). Physical Geography during Vedic-Civilization in the Journal of Academic Research in Progressive Education and 

Development    

 The Geographical Thought of Veda can be seen in Rig Veda. The Earth is divided in two hemispheres and worshipped as the mother Earth for 

happiness. In Vedic literature, there are different geographical observations made. The rotation of the Earth, the Sun and the day have been analyzed in 
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Veda.  Earth was worshipped as Goddess which reflects the environmental deterministic view of Vedic knowledge. Vedic literature glorifies mother 

earth as the goddess earth by saying the establisher of mass people and shelters. Through the lighting in night, the darkness can be removed is the 

geographical philosophy found in Veda. Nature has been dealt in different portion of Vedas with geographical explanations. In Veda, earth was taken as 

something living that can feel the pain when drugged. The earth‟s origin is dealt with significantly saying that before the earth originated, it was 

completely water periphery and that water is free from life. So it can tell that Vedic Rishi knew about the earth history in right way.  

8. 2.  BishalGnyawali (2019) Review of Vedic Literature from the Perspective of Physical and Human Geography  

Vedas are earliest literature on the Universe meaning knowledge. Veda explains origin of universe and origin of earth. The time of Veda is more than 

three lakh years before today. It is believed that Veda originated from mouth of Brahma, then moved through hearing and memorizing system. Brahma 

told Veda to Narada who told Veda Vyasa who codified Veda in graphic form. Veda Vyas had organized and divided the single Veda into four. Fire, 

wind, water, earth are taken as different forms of god and praised as human to environment interaction. People are discouraged for deforestation which 

meant not to destroy home of god. 

8. 3.   Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom   

About Spirituality-Spiritualism-Science-Physics-Intellect-Veda, researcher Dr.Verma has this to say. 

All the physical forces of the Universe follow the course of eternal law. The seed of scientific facts lie in Vedas. The Vedas stands for the direct 

experience of Reality through mind. Vedas uncover the knowledge of total potential of natural laws and human awareness. Vedic seers had an 

intellectual urge to know how the universe came into existence. Rigveda provides us knowledge of force of gravitation, birth of star and origin of the 

universe and complete understanding of the origin of the Universe. Recent scientific discoveries seem to validate the concept of Vedas. Physicists and 

Cosmologists are close to proving that science and Vedas seem to be saying the same thing. Cosmology is very important field for both science and 

spirituality. In fact, cosmology can be regarded as one of the meeting points between science and spirituality.Agni is meant to convey the oblation 

offered through it. Fire place to the gods. Agni is used for all form of energy.  

8. 4. Pal, T. (2012). Physical Geography during Vedic-Civilization in the Journal of Academic Research in Progressive Education and 

Development    

About Veda & God, the researcher T. Pal has this to say.  

The available earliest literature of India has unanimously accepted the four Vedas as revealed to the rishis at the time of the universe. The Vedas are 

direct utterances of God. The expression Veda means knowledge .No doubt all the Knowledge arises only from God; otherwise, how could the creation 

has taken place? Creation involves a vast amount of concealed knowledge divulged in the manifestation processes themselves. Knowledge was there 

which arose as ideas of the Creator. The God reveals his ideas endowing man with the faculty of speech and to inspire him with ideas through his brain 

and to induce him to the utterances. Such ideas as from the content of the Vedas are revealed only to profound thinkers who had gone through life‟s 

experiences and gathered wisdom like certain Munis/Rishis. Before language had developed to such an extent so as to enable one‟s thoughts and ideas 

to be translated cogently into speech, the knowledge which remained locked up in man‟s brain was perfected. Thus man himself was the author of the 

Vedic revelations directed by God. This truth is borne out by Rig Veda.    

8. 5.  Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom    

About Research-Consciousness-Global Civilization-Vedic Science of Atom-Light-Water-Fire-Electricity, researcher Dr.Verma has this to say.  

Looking at world civilizations, the Vedas are recognized as the oldest and most ancient scriptures available to mankind. The human consciousness we 

see today is the result of billions of years of evolution on this planet. The Vedas discuss the evolution of the universe. The existence of a powerful 

scientific core in the Veda cannot be denied. The term Vedic Science has gained popularity throughout the world in recent decades to indicate the 

science hidden in the Vedic literature. Words used in the Vedas have multiple meanings, including research, scientific, and spiritual. In the ancient 

stages of civilization, philosophy, science and culture began to intertwine. In fact, science in Vedic times was not classified according to the same 

pattern as it is today.  

8. 6.Dr. S.R. Verma (2019)   PHYSICS:  An Integral Part of Vedic Wisdom     

About Vedic Science of Atom-Sun Light-Water-Fire-Electricity, researcher Dr.Verma has this to say.  

Vedic science is based on the ancient tradition of obtaining knowledge through the study of consciousness. Our great seers, sages and sages dedicated 

their lives to the truth, turning their bodies into laboratories and conducting experiments on themselves. The seers entrusted all their knowledge and 

wisdom to the Vedas as the key to deciphering the scientific facts hidden in the Vedic literature. Vedic language is marked by an extreme economy of 

expression. In ancient times, India occupied an esteemed and elevated position among its contemporaries in the world. Physics and philosophy are 

complementary. The broad philosophical conception of atomic structure of matter originated in ancient India. Philosophical heritage of India is 
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extremely rich. In ancient India, efforts were made to obtain a rational interpretation of the physical world. Scientific theories are found in the literature 

of various schools of the Indian philosophy. We find that range of the theories begins with understanding the smallest form of matter in terms of 

paramanus and it goes up to the dissolution of matter in the Absolute Unity. Ancient thinkers reached a very interesting conclusion that it is the nature 

of reality to express itself both as unity and diversity. They also affirmed that the Sun is seven kinds of rays and the sun illuminates the moon. 

Electricity is the powerful seed of Fire God whereas the God of Light and the God of the Sky-Ocean-Water get together heated up and mixed together 

themselves to complete the composition of flowing water.  

9. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY & TOOLS  

Research well to bring into existence what is not in existence is without peer. This Paper is an opportunity to become thoroughly acquainted with the 

thoughts of the greatest of our fundamentalist-Scientists who are god-fearing in their self-securityview of the physical world‟s demand and supply of 

Evolution of knowledge in terms of fundamental advances. 

Method-wise, one can at the outset be a dependent on Library of References for collection of snippets relevant to one‟s choice of the main idea for 

elaborating it into the size of a Research Material or a Public Domain Paper of research-value-worthiness. Research in a nonprofessional‟s language is 

hunt for knowledge. For the educated, Research is scientific and methodical trouble to search for information. Primarily, it's an art of scientific enquiry 

or disquisition. The term exploration is made up of two words. 

Exploration = Re Hunt: Re   means again and again: Search means to find out commodity 

The term exploration is used to collect information about a particular subject. It forms means to chancing out what one doesn't formerly have on record. 

Hence Research records certain effects or gathered attestations. It promotes movement from the known to the unknown with a literacy bent of mind in 

letter and spirit. So, Research becomes a systematized literacy for own benefit of store of knowledge. This is information heretofore unknown or a fact 

one doesn‟t have. Hence, Research or Research Activity or Research Productivity. For illustration purpose, a Study about 21 Century. 

In the words of Professor Clifford Woody of the Michigan University, 

“Research ideally is a careful unbiased investigation of a problem.” 

-- Clifford Woody 

 

 

 

 

 

Prof. Clifford Woody (1921-1948)  

The Webster‟s International Dictionary defines research as the collecting of information about a particular subject . So, one can deduce that research is 

„A careful critical examination in seeking facts or principles or diligent investigation in order to ascertain something‟. 

9.1 RESEARCH PROCESS 

Just as there are a wide variety of views as to what exploration consists of and great differences in factual practices as to what people explore and how, 

so there are indispensable perspectives of what the process of undertaking exploration should look like. One can grasp the intrinsic features of research-

exploration such as below.  

 

 

 

 

9.2 RESEARCH METHOD 

Formulation of the research hypothesis is the most important aspect of the research process.  
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9.3 RESEARCH HYPOTHESIS  

It's a brilliant conjecture about the result of an exploration offer or a vault into the dark! The word thesis is made up of two Greek roots. „ Hypo ‟ means 

that it's some kind of „sub-statements „, for it's the plausible statement of a proposition. „Thesis ‟ is about result of a problem which the disquisition 

seeks to prove in a specific frame of reference.  

One can infer so as that “Hypo Thesis = thesis”.  

It might be observed that a thesis can arise from particular experience, once records, compliances, expert conversations, artistic values, folk wisdom, 

suspicion, dreams, the sixth sense, unconsciousness or indeed a coma condition like sleep walking and/ or agony featuring!  

A thesis conformation isn't obligatory in every exploration. Still, it should crop as naturally as possible in the dialogues of exploration studies in area 

studies similar as the Africa Area Studies. Take for illustration-- this Paper‟s exploration that bank on Africa‟s geek analysis provoked by Genocide 

propositions or God‟s languages.  

Research Methodology is a way to totally break the exploration problem. In it one studies colorful logical way espoused by an Experimenter. The 

recrimination is that the entire diapason of logical sweats is wisdom of doing exploration constructively or scientifically. In other words, it not only 

involves exploration styles but also sense behind the system one uses in the environment of Research. Also, it'll be known as modus operandi of a 

study. Research styles and exploration ways are synonymous expressions used interchangeably within the same compass of exploration and relate to the 

popular styles the experimenters use. When ways are called logical tools, it implies that that exploration has sole dependence on statistical drudgery-

tiles entirely. The below tabulation is easier means of making explicit the scope of method and methodology. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Research Method & Methodology Basics (Tele-visionary-version) 

Simplified description of exploration methodology is a way to totally break the exploration problem involving a logical studying with colorful way in 

addition to knowing exploration system. In other words, this means to say that an experimenter needs to design a methodology for his/ her exploration 

problem working since all problems aren't one and the same in their individual compass and limitation. Thus, no one dissertation or no one thesis can 

become the end product of research. Taking cue from the salient feature uncertainty of Heisenberg's Uncertainty Principle in Quantum World, 

Research-exploration for a Dissertation or a Thesis is like a moving object for the moving object behaves like a wave with wavelength spread over a 

region of space, i.e., a Thesis and also like a particle with position localized in space at certain instant of time, i.e., a Dissertation.  
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Fig. Werner Heisenberg (1901-1976) 

9.4 RESEARCH TOOLS TEMPLATE  
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Chart: Research Tools Template Tele-visionary-colored-Version 

10.  SVC & OMLAR nature supra-Human Vedic Universe  

By means of the specific knowledge of the Greek word Pan with the implied sense of all/entire/whole, one can say that Pan alone counts on the Vedic 

Universe of OMLAR (Ocean, Mountain, Land, Atmosphere, Rock) giving rise to the irrevocable four Pans‟ Panthalassa, Pantheism, Pangaea and 

Pangenesis. Also, it accounts for all continental Geographies / Humans / Creatures for Proximity Series in research lookout. Proximity Series‟ insight is 

escalated viewing from all-inclusive-breathed-out Vedic Knowledge elevating Earth as the sole Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) bringing into play 

exponential power of Pan for material comprehension. Overall, the crux of matter is four Pans being invokers of the SVC which functions as the many-

one relationship between Pan‟s domain of above four irrevocables and OMLAR-codomain.  

Human knowledge has become ripe with the accredited irrevocable four of the Panthalassa, Pangaea, Pangenesis and Pantheism. The powerfulness of 

four Ps vide four Pans for fulfillment of the obligations of the SVC is clear-cut. The specified obligations are, firstly in the continental land of creative 

design Pangaea , secondly, in the Sustainability of Life‟s Movement across Inhabitants by Pangenesis, thirdly in Practice of Vedic Awareness 

prescriptions of  Pantheism and fourthly in the SVC-Conscience-Reality of  Panthalassa .  

In an equalization mode of representative interpretations, it appears as seen hereunder. 

 The Continental Design or Continental Land    =   The Pangaea 

 The Sustainability of Life‟s Movement across Inhabitants   = The Pangenesis 

 The SVC-Conscience-Reality = The Panthalassa.  

 The Practice of Vedic Awareness‟s prescriptions = The Pantheism  
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Fig.SVC‟s Pans Four channelization 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

11. OMLAR & FOUR PANS MUTUAL CORRESPONDENTS 

The correspondence between the OMLAR and the Four PANS can be explained as that of between the milk and buttermilk. A drop of buttermilk in a 

glass of milk forms curds which is neither milk nor butter. On churning the curds mixed with water, real butter could be taken out. After butter 

extraction, the residual is the new and fresh buttermilk in plenty.  

From above example, the OMLAR and the four PANS on thorough examination for inter-connected activities, disclose the following mutual 

correspondences.  

Firstly, the O (Ocean) & R (Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Panthalassa which is stated to be the primitive Ocean hoisted 

on the rocky-basined-leak-proof Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations by the SVC.  

Secondly, the M (Mountain) with the L & R (Land and Rock) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Pangaea which is stated to be the 

singleton Super Continent on the Earth, first of its kind of Vedic creations by the SVC.  

Thirdly, the L (Land) and the A (Atmosphere, i.e., compound of river-flow of drinking water for living species of life movement enabled on land 

whether belonging to human type / animal kingdom, oxygenated air circulation, white-warm-Sunlight for visibility with climatic bushy/dwarf greenery 

& plant-lets) of the OMLAR are in consonance with the Pan of the Pangenesis on the Rocky Earth, first of its kind of conceptualization in 

comprehension of the Vedic SVC.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. Many-one functional relationships between OMLAR & Four Pans 
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Fourthly, the OMLAR as the All/Entirely/Wholly without predecessor in title from among humans / animals since the beginning of Vedic time till the 

current time, Pantheism came into vogue enforcing Vedic Value that has been invariably trusted that our Earth is a celestial body / SVC but not man-

made like the Universe / Cosmos / other celestial bodies in reality being synonymous with an immanent creator deity, say Supermom-Goddess / 

Superdad God.  

In other words, PANs being the domain to the OMLAR codomain or the reverse of this such that the OMLAR can be the domain to the PANs 

codomain do mean that both substantiate that the PANs and the OMLAR are two sides of the same coin SVC (Super Vedic Conceptacle).  

12. HUMAN COGNITIVE INTELLECT IN THE VEDIC UNIVERSE  

In human cognitive intellect and scientific practical activity, it is necessary to find the main and crucial link in a chain of events to pinpoint the main 

task in the whole complex tasks. The order of the links and their form, the manner in which they are linked together and the ways they differ from one 

another in the SVC & OMLAR linkage in the Universe point out the pace and direction of human 

cognitive intellect and scientific transformational processes in the world paving mankind‟s road to a scientific understanding of the surrounding world-

nature, the knowledge and the Vedic Universe itself.  

SVC & OMLAR‟s trend-setter tectonics bestowed the motherly status on Africa on the planet Earth when the very first human being formed on the 

Earth. This value is such that that it is also of scientific value forever just as Scientists say that genes are proteins as well 

as proteins are genes. In other words, conclusively Humans are Africans as well as Africans are Humans! With the passage of time‟s events under the 

starred sky, say climatic changes and overall Nature‟s physical and bio-chemical super turbochargers, the formation and configuration of tectonic plates 

at one particular moment in commensuration with Vedic Universe on the Earth led to today‟s Continents from the Pangaea‟s splitting-forces having 

separated Africa for the origin or the birth-place of the first human gene.  

13. LINEAR TRANSFORMATION OF HUMAN INTELLECT INTO VRG  

World ate German-born Physicist Albert Einstein‟s energy- relationship with mass and Sun Light in numerical intellect from scientific data collected by 

fellow- Indian, Bose. Einstein blazoned that energy can be neither created nor destroyed, pithily from that data to gauge - up to top order global smarts. 

His brain has been saved at Philadelphia Mutter Museum posthumously as instance of mortal intellect on Globe for his new way of allowing changes.  

Mass is overbalanced by Matter while Light of Spirit( other than Sun Light) transcends limits of Mind harbinging Religiosity in mortal intellect on 

global terrain of Earth which, being the sole Super Vedic Conceptacle( SVC), rotates amped by solar radiation( Sun Light) in the Universe. Hence, 

Vedic Religiosity in the first place. This is the Vedic Order in everything including mortal bodies packed with Mind- Matter- Light- of- Spirit- Energy. 

So, bonds of Matter- Light of Spirit- Energy are indestructibly tuned to Vedic Religiosity Graduation (VRG) in mortal cognitive intellect. This manifest 

as direct metamorphosis by way of linear transformation in mortal intellect into the VRG opening human- intellect for proposition and real- life 

operations vide macroscopic World on global terrain rather than rare bitsy Einstein-outturn. Also, humans are mere nominees of the Vedic Order in 

varying calibre of VRG-pre-eminence characterized by differentials of physical conditions corroborating current pattern of scientific thought that 

earliest Homo sapiens arose in Africa at least 250,000 to 300,000 years ago, fossils and DNA revealed bearing in mind that it is the same Vedic-period-

earth for the then intra-continental pre-historic proximity of Africa-India‟s prevalence.    

14. VEDIC SCIENCE ON GLOBAL GEOGRAPHY IN VEDIC UNIVERSE  

Recent scientific discoverers learnt from facts of Vedas when confusion and ambiguity confronted them during their scientific studies and endeavours.  

Physicists and Cosmologists are close to proving that science and Vedas seem to be saying the same thing. Cosmology is very important field for both 

science and spirituality. In fact, cosmology can be regarded as one of the meeting points between science and Spirituality. Thus, we can see that 

whatever cosmologist with all their modern equipments say today about the origin and fate of the universe, their seeds are already present in Veda as 

verified and declared by many famous known Scientists globally. It is also making rounds in news that foreigners like Germans happened to steal the 

written-works of Veda and picked up certain basic knowledge(s) to make as their intellectual property right and knowledge-asset.  

In terms of the Vedic-period-earth‟s systems approach to the knowledge of human origins, human organizations, human histories, human kingdoms, 

human languages and human populations, unquestionable Vedic evidence is available as observed from the ancestral Indo-European settlers belonging 

twined to Germans‟ Vedic roots of Indo-European language family as pioneers of Vedic-Research since 1846 AD on Rig-Veda by Rudolph von Roth 

(1821-1895) and Max Mueller (1823-1900) , known as the Veda Vyasa of the Kali Yuga. The German Professor, Alfred Wegener (1880-1930) looking 

at many pro-proximity universals in geographic locations nurtured by the  

Cosmic Nature in the Universe from the beginning of prehistoric times of the Earth, came up driving home his down-to-Earth hypothesis of prefixed 

„Continental Drift‟ as one of the pro-Universals in light of the paleontological wonders of his times. He concluded that the Nature‟s configured 

terrestrial fauna and flora with remnants of material-life-objects facilitated by occurrences of fossil organisms which are the geologically altered 

remains and/or conceptacles of once-living organisms before and after the separation of the Continental rocks.  
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Fig. German Professor Alfred Wegener 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Hereunder given tabulation on the Vedic Science Universal Faculty selected from among the great intellectual souls of the RSS (Rishis-Seers-Sages.) 

TABULATION VEDIC SCIENCE UNIVERSAL FACULTY MEMBERS 

RSS Name        Technical Expertise Achievements 

Kapila Acharya  Father of Cosmology & Samkhya School of thought. First man to call out Human Soul &   Human Spirit. He 

discovered Matter and Spirit are equally important. 

Aryabhata  He gave the World the concept of Zero. He was also the first to proclaim that the Earth is round and orbits 

around the Sun.  

Kanad Acharya  Founder of Atomic Theory & First man on Objects & Elements creating them; Atomic Bonds & Larger 

Particles.  

Bhaskaracharya Invented Gravity & Planetary objects staying on respective course due to pull.  

Bharadwaja Rishi  Planetary motion &Interferences , light, heat, 

sound, telephony, construction of aeroplanes, electricity and its applications. Classification of Stars in Sky & 

different energies, Types of fires, lights, Orbits of planets, Earth & Rivers. 

Angiro Maharshi  Generation of clouds – changes in clouds, Generations of life of many species, changes in solar energy, 

relationship between the solar radiation and the cloud formation,   Generation of Navaratna Stones from solar 

energy  

Shaktyayana Maharshi  Study of vapour – 84,000 vapours, their layers, influences on  Earth and Plantation, 84,00,000 

medicines, instruments to detect the vapours  

Sage Narada : Studied 128 types & uses of fires, colours, & quantities with measurement of heat. Types of smokes generated 

from different matter and collected by certain mirrors.  Smoke examination by using acids & poisonous nature 

or usefulness of smokes. The applications of these for the growth protection of the body-mind-intellect. 

Aswalayana Maharshi  Water–types of water, uses, bathing waters,  

Agriculture-Plants cultivation  

Vashishta Maharshi  Atomic theory, Universe Creation, Atomic energy &Supernatural  Paramatma  Shakti  

Vyasa Maharshi  Essence of Universal Existence with Supernatural Energy &  Divine Power, Organization of Vedic Knowledge 

as Four Vedas written 

Parasara Maharshi  Cause of the Creation & Life Species & Atomic theory   

Vivaranacharyulu Studied  1714  languages, life species, food habits-origins-religions-different information in  World  

Bhodayana Maharshi  Studied different elements-generations, mines, metals-extractions. Poisons-antidotes, Sulphur-  Mercury-Ashes 

Production 

Atri Maharshi  84,00,000 of Energies- brand names, Production & meaning of Words. 

 

Bhoja Maharshi  Types of machines, construction of Aeroplanes, Sirens, Music, Dance, Wars, Protection of  kingdom&  Dolls 

Sushruta 300 surgical procedures and 125 surgical instruments, including scalpels, lancets, needles, catheters and rectal 

speculums; mostly designed from the jaws of animals and birds. Conducted complicated surgeries like 

cesareans, cataract, artificial limbs, Rhinoplasty on damaged nose, 12 types of fractures, 6 types of dislocations, 

urinary stones and plastic surgery and brain surgery. Usage of anesthesia, Stitching methods using horse‟s hair 

& and fibers of bark.  

15. ALBERT EINSTEIN’S HUMAN INTELLECT CONFLICTS WITH SCIENTIFIC INTELLECTUALITY FROM 

METAPHYSICS TO PHYSICIST TRANSFORMATION  

Fault-finding with the confirmed eternal credibility of Vedic value perfected System such as the SVC / OM/ML/LA/AR/ the scripted four structuralized 

Vedas from the Veda breathed forth for pragmatic Vedic Religious Knowledge,  has become an impossibility even for Scientists like Albert Einstein 

who had to say that as far as the Laws of Mathematics (LOM) refer to reality, the LOM are not certain while so far as the LOM are certain, the LOM do 

not refer to reality as can be seen hereunder to believe. 
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The appropriate interpretation of what Einstein said sounds to me (this Author) is that mathematical sciences are a futile exercise beginning from 

suggestive to persuasive to compelling to ending with enforcement of a half-hearted academic-ritual-bound rigmarole vehemently negating the Vedas 

/Vedic Knowledge in an attempt for a contradictory life or Living Theory independent of the “Vedic Universe Faculty Belief” culminating into man-

made-all-rubber-Universe. 

On the contrary, it is easy and fool-proof to be in the knowing with the help of the Vedic knowledge that the Earth from which magnetism, gravitational 

pull, force to mass and energy via particles or waves or signals or in series of shock-lets en masse or vibrations in pack-lets and life evolve constitutes 

the Super Vedic Conceptacle (SVC) by itself. The need for knowing accurately the time-cum-age-cum-role-cum expiry of the Earth ever since its order 

of appearance and appointed dot nearby the Moon and Sun as neighbors in the Vedic Universe of Vedic-knowledge-string said to have been breathed 

out as such by the Vedic-Super-Natural-Supremo (VSNS) attracting our very implicitness through the SVC becomes redundant , hence. Moreover,  the 

SVC which is our habitat got its specific properties of unlimited-weight-bearing , osmosis, absorption, cooling-shelters-within , thermal-storages-

within, self-vegetative-catalysis, gold-silver-mines-conservation, reservoir for carcasses and ultimately, being an assurance to ourselves that we are the 

earth-born sons/daughters of the Vedic Soil with an irrevocable buy-back arrangement post-death of ours . A non-Vedic belief of mankind such as that 

the ever lastingness of mankind prevails alone scientifically over the Vedic Religiosity in human intellect is to look down upon  those Vedic universal 

Firsts & Start-ups such as the constellation of stars, oceans, mountains, Earth (SVC)  , seafloor , rocky continents and  diamond-hard planets .   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Image: Scientist Albert Einstein (1879-1955) 

Source : Albert Einstein <https://todayinsci.com/E/Einstein_Albert/EinsteinAlbert-MathematicsAndReality.htm> 

The focus on the physical environment through microscopic world of quantum and relativity generalities for Albert Einstein‟s human cognitive intellect 

on Globe, taking into consideration concepts of self and VRG, did not dominate human perception and experience as felt through the brain & mind/ 

minding-brain/ /brainy-mind since, the material universe is obligated to dealing in matter, as in atoms, particles, molecules, waves and planets. In other 

words, human self has a placement at the heart of worldview of everything from the fall of a sparrow to the birth of a galaxy. That‟s why, Albert 

Einstein happened to say “I want to know how GOD created this world. I want to know His thought”. So, that was the Albert Einstein‟s human 

intellectual capital on April 18, 1955.  

16. CONCLUSION 

‘The Pre-historic Intra-continental Africa-India Proximity Series on the Vedic-period-Earth” when viewed from Albert Einstein‟s human cognitive 

intellect on global geography constitutes a non-controversial avant-garde. Acceding to him, human role-cum-functional duty is responsibility given by 

the mysterious God whom he addresses as the Old One. He realized the responsibility is both emotional true Science & true Art yet He remains the 

mysteriousOld One. Germans had easy access to many Sanskrit Universities in Germany and Einstein was a born-German. In terms of the Vedic-

period-earth‟s systems approach to the knowledge of human origins, human organizations, human histories, human kingdoms, human languages and 

human populations, unquestionable Vedic evidence is available as observed from the ancestral Indo-European settlers belonging twined to Germans‟ 

Vedic roots of Indo-European language family aspioneers of Vedic-Research since 1846 AD on Rig-Veda by Rudolph von Roth (1821-1895) and Max 

Mueller (1823-1900) , known as the Veda Vyasa of the Kali Yuga.  
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